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Abstract—Traditional formalisms model communication
and mobility in a separate way. This may cause complex
name management and complex analysis for a communicat-
ing and mobile system. In this paper, following the ambient
calculus [2], we first propose two types of special events,
entering and exiting an ambient, as movement events and
discuss the relationship of ambients based on mobility. Then
a communication model is introduced based on message
movement, which can represent synchronous communica-
tion, asynchronous communication and broadcasting com-
munication in a unified way. Finally, we show that such a
communication model is contained in a general event-based
formal model called a dependency structure [4], [5].

I. Introduction

Communication and mobility are two essential aspect-
s of complex mobile systems including mobile cyber-
physical systems. Most existing formal models and lan-
guages have not unified communication and mobility
modeling and analysis yet. It is difficult to model and
analyze complex mobile systems using formal methods.
In the communication aspect, most work assumed a
synchronous communication model (e.g., [7]), regarded
synchronous communication as special asynchronous
communication (e.g., [3]) or independently considered
broadcast communication (e.g., [8]). In the mobility as-
pect, different formal methods have different mecha-
nisms. Mobile Petri nets [1] express process mobility
by using variables and colored tokens in an otherwise
static net, while dynamic Petri nets [11] extend mobile
Petri nets with mechanisms for modifying the structure
of a Petri net. The π-calculus [7] is a process alge-
bra where the movement of processes is represented
as the movement of channels that refer to processes.
One of the most outstanding methods is a calculus of
mobile agents called ambient calculus [2]. Ambients are
administrative domains and can enter and leave other
ambients and perform computations. However, in the
ambient calculus, the non-deterministic choice control of
processes cannot be expressed like CCS [6]. Moreover,
communication needs to use special primitives. More
detail refers readers to the literature [5].

Event-based models such as event structures [10] and
dependency structures [4], [5] model synchronous com-
munication, asynchronous communication and broad-
cast communication in a unified way. Movement events
are also used to represent mobility [5]. In this paper, we

present a unified approach for modeling communication
and mobility.

II. Event and movement event

Event is the primitive notion of event-based formal
models [9], [5]. Generally, an event refers to an occur-
rence of an activity or action. It implicitly contains space
and time information.

As defined in the ambient calculus [2], an ambient is a
closed and bounded place where computation happens.
It can be nested in other ambients and can be moved as
a whole [2]. To model mobility, we use the two types
of special events: entering and exiting an ambient. The
name of an ambient is contained in the two types of
events. When a mobile object enters or exits an ambient,
the entering or exiting event itself can contain such an
ambient. Such consideration can avoid complex name
management. For convenience, M and A denote the
sets of mobile objects (agents) and ambients, respectively.

Definition II.1 Let M ∈M and A ∈ A.
(1) The event ofM for entering A is called an entering

event, denoted by enM
A

, and the event of M for exiting
A is called an exiting event, denoted by exM

A
.

We define that M passes through A iff the two events
enM
A

and exM
A

occur in sequence.
(2) An event e is called a movement event inM iff there

exists an ambient A ∈ A such that (e = enMA )∨ (e = exMA ).
E(M) denotes the set of all movement events in M.

In the definition, the two events of entering and
exiting an ambient are called movement events. Note that
our framework will not involve other movement events
because the two events are sufficiently used to model
mobility. According to the definition, movement events
in fact contain mobile objects and the ambients involved
in the events. For simplicity, non-movement events do
not consider these information in our framework. Let E
denote the domain (set) of events including movement
and non-movement events. Let e1, e2 ∈ E. The notation
e1 → e2 is called a dependency that denotes that the
occurrence of the event e2 depends on the previous
occurrence of the event e1.
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III. The relationship of ambients
The ambient calculus [2] of Cardelli and Gordon fo-

cuses on the handling of administrative domains where
mobile objects may enter a domain or exit from a domain
and in this way may change the topology of the network.
Since an ambient is a closed and bounded place, any
movement step is that a mobile object moves from an
ambient to one of its adjacent sibling ambients or from
a parent ambient to a child ambient, or vice versa.
Therefore, there only exists one of the two kinds of
relationships between any two ambients in a mobile sys-
tem: parent-child and adjacency (see Figure 1). The parent-
child relationship is the inclusion relationship while the
adjacency relationship is the sibling relationship.

When a mobile object M moves from an ambient X
to its adjacent sibling ambient Y, it needs to first exit X
and then enter Y. We can use the two events exM

X
, enM
Y

to model this situation. When a mobile object M moves
from a parent ambient X′ to its child ambient Y′, since
X
′ contains Y′ and M is located in X′, M only need to

enter Y′, that is, only one entry movement event enM
Y′

occurs. Similarly, when a mobile object M′ moves from
a child ambient Y′ to its parent ambient X′, only one
exit movement event exM

′

Y′
occurs. Therefore, we give

the following definition.

Fig. 1. The relationship of two ambients

Definition III.1 Let A1,A2 ∈ A.
(1) (Parent-child) A2 is called a child ambient of A1,

denoted by A2 b A1 or A1 c A2, iff for all M ∈ M:
(i) if M moves from A1 to A2, there exists only one
movement event enM

A2
, and (ii) if M moves from A2

to A1, there exists only one movement event exM
A2

. The
notation A2 > A1 denotes that A2 is not a child ambient
of A1.

(2) (Adjacency) A1 is said to be adjacent to A2, denoted
by A1 V A2, iff for all M ∈M, if M moves from A1 to
A2, there only exist two movement events exM

A1
and enM

A2
that occur in sequence. The notation A1 6V A2 denotes
that A1 is not adjacent to A2.

(3) (connectivity) A1 is said to be connected
to A2, denoted by A1 � A2, iff there exists
a sequence B1 · · · Bn(B1, · · · ,Bn ∈ A) such that
∀i ∈ {1, · · · ,n − 1},Bi b Bi+1 ∨ Bi+1 b Bi ∨ Bi V Bi+1. The
notation A1 4 A2 denotes that A1 is not connected to
A2.

The parent-child relationship is bidirectional, that
is, mobile objects can move between the parent-child
ambients. The adjacency relationship is unidirectional
because one ambient is adjacent to another and
the reverse adjacency relationship between the two
ambients does not necessarily hold. The isolation
between ambients means that there does not exist
a mobile object that moves between the ambients
while the connectivity indicates that any mobile object
can move between ambients, but is very possibly
unidirectional (because the adjacency relationship as a
part of the connectivity is unidirectional).

Proposition III.1 Let A,B,C ∈ A.
(1) A b B =⇒A� B∧B � A.
(2) AV B =⇒A� B.
(3) A b B b C =⇒A� C∧ C � A.
(4) AV BV C =⇒A� C.
(5) A� B � C =⇒A� C.
Proof This proof is straightforward. �

Proposition III.1 shows that there exists the following
properties of the relationship between ambients: (1) if
one ambient is a child of another, the two ambients
are connected to each other; (2) adjacent ambients
have unidirectional connectivity; (3) the transitivity of
parent-child relations implies bidirectional connectivity;
(4) the transitivity of adjacency relations indicates
unidirectional connectivity; (5) the connectivity relation
is transitive; and the isolation relation is symmetric.

Theorem III.1 Let A,B ∈ A.
(1) If A b B, then ∀X b A,∀Y b B,X � Y ∧Y � X.
(2) If AV B, then ∀X b A,∀Y b B,X � Y.
(3) If A� B, then ∀X b A,∀Y b B,X � Y.
(4) If there exist X b A,Y b B such that X � Y, then
A� B.

Proof
(1) By Proposition III.1(1), ∀X b A⇒ X � A∧A � X,
∀Y b B ⇒ Y � B ∧ B � Y, and A b B ⇒ A �

B ∧ B � A. Since X b A and A b B, X b A b B.
Then, according to Proposition III.1(3), X � B∧B � X.
Since Y � B ∧ B � Y, X � B � Y and Y � B � X.
Therefore, by Proposition III.1(5), X � Y ∧Y � X.

(2) By Proposition III.1(1), ∀X b A ⇒ X � A and
∀Y b B ⇒ B � Y. Since AV B, by Proposition III.1(2),
A � B. Therefore, X � A � B � Y. According to
Proposition III.1(5), X � Y.

(3) Since X b A,Y b B, by Definition III.1(3), X �
A ∧ B � Y. Also, since A � B, X � A � B � Y. By
Proposition III.1(5), X � Y.

(4) Since X b A,Y b B, by Definition III.1(3),
A� X∧Y � B. Also, since X � Y, A� X � Y � B.
By Proposition III.1(5), A� B. �



Theorem III.1 states that (1) if one ambient is a
child of another, then their children are connected
together, (2) if two parent ambients are adjacent to each
other, then their children are connected together, (3)
if two parent ambients are connected together, their
children are all connected together, and (4) if there
exist child ambients of two ambients are connected
together, then such two ambients are connected together.

IV. Communication model

At a high abstract level, the exchanged information
on communication is generally called messages. Different
communication mechanisms and media form different
types of communication such as asynchronous commu-
nication, synchronous communication and broadcasting
communication. Synchronous communication requires
that the sender should wait until the receiver is ready
for the message exchange, and then they synchronize by
executing the sending and the receiving activity simul-
taneously. Thus, since a message is directly sent to the
receiver by a sender under synchronous communication,
we may consider that a message directly moves from
the sender into the receiver. By contrast, asynchronous
communication requires specific communication medi-
a (queues or channels) which store messages. In this
setting, a message leaves the sender, and then enters a
communication medium. If the receiver needs the mes-
sage, then the message exits the communication medium
and enters the receiver. The broadcasting communication
model means that one message can be cloned and trans-
mitted from one sender to multiple receivers.

In a mobile system, mobile objects and ambients
may communicate with each other. They are generally
composed together by the communication devices
(media) and these communication media are also
ambients. Messages are mobile objects, and the
senders and receivers of messages are mobile objects
or ambients in a mobile system. Moreover, there
exist many communication media, for example, any
communication node on any network. We sometimes
need to model all the communication media in order
to model and reason about networks and their protocols.

Definition IV.1 A communication model is a tuple
CM = 〈Mm,Am,Em,Rd〉 where
•Mm ⊆M is the set of mobile messages,
•Am ⊆ A is the set of ambients participating in the

movement of messages,
•Em ⊆ {e | m ∈ Mm,A ∈ Am, e = exm

A ∨ e = enm
A} is the

set of movement events of messages, and
•Rd is the dependency relation on the set Em such

that for all m ∈Mm,
(1) if ∃A,B ∈ Am : A b B and m moves between A and
B, then exm

A , enm
B ∈ Em,

(2) if ∃A,B ∈ Am : (AV B)∨ (∃C : A b C∧ B b C) and m
moves from A to B, then exm

A , enm
B ∈ Em∧exm

A → enm
B ∈ Rd,

(3) if ∃A,B,C ∈ Am : A b B b C and m moves between A
and C, then exm

A , exm
B , enm

A , enm
B ∈ Em ∧ (exm

A → exm
B , enm

B →

enm
A ∈ Rd), and

(4) if ∃A ∈ Am: m passes through A, then
enm

A → exm
A ∈ Rd.

The communication model considers not only message
exchanges between general senders and receivers, but
also can handle message migration from a parent
ambient to a child, or vice versa.

Proposition IV.1 Let CM = 〈Mm,Am,Em,Rd〉 be a
communication model. If ∃A,B ∈ Am : A � B, then
there exists a message m ∈Mm such that m moves from
A to B.

Next, we discuss the relationship of synchronous
communication, asynchronous communication and
broadcasting communication.

Definition IV.2 Let CM = 〈Mm,Am,Em,Rd〉 be a
communication model.

(1)CM is said to be synchronous if ∀(e1, e2) ∈ Rd,∀e, e′ ∈
Em : (e, e1) < Rd ∧ (e2, e′) < Rd.

(2) CM is said to be asynchronous if ∀(e1, e2) ∈
Rd,∃e, e′ ∈ Em : (e, e1) ∈ Rd ∨ (e2, e′) ∈ Rd.

(3) CM is said to be broadcasting if ∃e ∈ Em : |e•| > 1
where e• = {e′ ∈ Em | (e, e′) ∈ Rd}.

In a synchronous communication model, messages
only move between two ambients and there does not
exist an ambient between sender and receiver ambients.
In a asynchronous communication model messages
may move from sender ambients to receiver ambients
and pass through the ambients between senders and
receivers. A broadcasting communication model means
that there exist multiple message movement events
depending on the same movement events.

Proposition IV.2 If a communication model is
broadcasting, it is synchronous or asynchronous.

This propostion shows that broadcast communication
is synchronous or asynchronous communication.

V. Dependency structure

An event is an occurrence of an activity or action. If
an event occurs, such an event is said to be available;
otherwise it is unavailable. A dependency structure uses
an event set (a set of events) as a basic element. If all
events in an event set are available, such an event set is
said to be available; otherwise it is said to be unavailable.
For convenience, we first give some notations. Given a
set E, |E| and P′(E) respectively denote the size and the



power set of E, and P(E)=P′(E) \ {∅}. E denotes the set
of events.

Definition V.1 A dependency structure (DS) is a tuple
〈E, I,T, S,C,P,F〉 with
– E ⊆ E, a finite set of events,
– I ⊆ P′(E), the set of initially available event sets,
– T ⊆ P(E) × P(E), the (asymmetric) transformation
relation,
– S ⊆ P(E), the synchronism relation such that
∀A ∈ S : |A| > 1,
– C ⊆ P(E), the choice relation such that ∀A ∈ C : |A| > 1,
–P ⊆ P(E) × P(E) \ T, the (irreflexive and asymmetric)
priority relation, and
– F ⊆ P′(E), the set of finally available event sets.

Here, for all A,B ⊆ E, (A,B) ∈ T (resp. P) is called a
transformation (resp. priority) dependency, denoted as A→
B (resp. A( B), all read as B depending on A.

When the occurrences of some events completely de-
pend on those of other events, the two groups of events
form a (causal) transformation relationship. Transforma-
tion is a binary relation between event sets where the
intuitive interpretation of a transformation (A,B)((A,B) ∈
T) is that the availability of all events in B depends on
the occurrences of all events in A. A set A ∈ S is called
a synchronism set, and a set B ∈ C is called a choice set.
Definition V.1 requires that any synchronism or choice
set should have at least two events. The synchronism
relation is not a binary relation. Any set A ∈ S means
that all events in A synchronize with each other. Only
if all events in A have occurred, the events that depend
on them will occur. Any set B ∈ C means that all events
in B are mutually exclusive, that is, if one event occurs,
the others cannot occur.

Priorities only control the transformation relation and
are not related to synchronism and choice. Actually,
the synchronism and choice relations also control the
transformation relation. The initially available event
set means that the events in such an event set have
been available before a system starts to run. The finally
available event set means that when the execution of a
system makes the events in such an event set available,
the system or its subsystems stop running.

Theorem III.1 If CM = 〈Mm,Am,Em,Rd〉 is a com-
munication model of a communicating and mobile sys-
tem, then there exists a dependency structure DS =
〈E, I,T, S,C,P,F〉 such that ∀(e, e′) ∈ Rd, ({e}, {e′}) ∈ T.

Proof Let CMS be a communicating and
mobile system. Let CM = 〈Mm,Am,Em,Rd〉,
DS = 〈E, I,T, S,C,P,F〉 be the communication model
and the behaviour model of CMS, respectively. Then,
since CM represent the communication behavior of
CMS, by Definition IV.1, we can obtain the dependency
relation Rd of message movement. Obviously, since

the communication behavior of CMS is part of the
whole behavior of CMS, and a dependency structure
can model the whole behavior of CMS (including event
dependency, synchronism, choice, priority and loop),
the dependency structure can model the communication
behavior of CMS. According to Definition IV.1, for all
(e, e′) ∈ Rd, we can guarantee ({e}, {e′}) ∈ T. �

This theorem shows that the dependency structure
model contains the communication model of unifying
mobility and communication, that is to say, a dependen-
cy structure can model not only behavior of a communi-
cating and mobility system, but also represent mobility
and communication of such a system in a unified way.

VI. Conclusion
We have discussed the relationship of ambients based

on mobility and presented an event-based communi-
cation model. We have also shown that a dependency
structure can not only unify synchronous, asynchronous
and broadcasting communication, but also specify mo-
bility and communication in a unified way. As a general
event-based formal model, a dependency structure is
easily used to model and reason about mobile cyber-
physical systems.
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